In the course of everyday life, the brain must store and recall a huge variety of representations of stimuli which are presented in an ordered or sequential way. The processes by which the ordering of these various things is stored and recalled are moderately well understood. We use here a computational model of a cortex-like recurrent neural network adapted by a multitude of plasticity mechanisms. We first demonstrate the learning of a sequence. Then, we examine the influence of different types of distractors on the network dynamics during the recall of the encoded ordered information being ordered in a sequence. We are able to broadly arrive at two distinct effect-categories for distractors, arrive at a basic understanding of why this is so, and predict what distractors will fall into each category. 2 sub-actions need to be executed. Simple memory tasks as well, such as counting in 3 common base-10, require memories of the ordering of concepts or learned stimuli. It is 4 therefore clear that the storage and recall of ordered sequences is a critical and 5 fundamental function of the brain. During rest and planning, sequences are observed to 6 be rapidly recalled in the hippocampus [1, 2] , and the cortex is tightly attuned to 7 learned sequences as well [3, 4] 8
Introduction 1
In order to successfully plan actions, the brain must store the order in which various update the model, upgrading the code to the Brian 2 simulator platform [13] . The 60 neuronal dynamics are determined by a conductance-based leaky integrate-and-fire 61 model, with an adaptive intrinsic firing threshold, as follows:
Here, v j is membrane voltage of the postsynaptic neuron j, g leak is the leak 63 conductance, v rest is the resting potential, c membrane is membrane capacitance, τ x is the 64 time constant for feature x, g [ampa, gaba] is the conductance for each neurotransmitter 65 type, e [ampa, gaba] is the reversal potential for each neurotransmitter type, η ip [decay, spike] 66 are the adaptation rate and increment, respectively, for the intrinsic firing threshold 67 plasticity, v j threshold is the firing threshold of neuron j, and w ij is the strength of the 68 synaptic connection from presynaptic neuron i to postsynaptic neuron j. ξ is an 69 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise generator, and σ noise is the noise variance. I ext is any external 70 current applied to the neuron. w ij is the strength of any synaptic connection that might 71 exist from neuron i to neuron j, and δ i spike is equal to 1 at the moment neuron i spikes, 72 and 0 otherwise. Of the given variables, those that function as fixed value parameters 73 across all neurons (or all neurons of a certain type) have their values listed in Table 1 . 74 Parameter values were estimated from assorted surveys of local neocortical circuitry [14] . 75 Plasticity mechanisms 76 It should be noted that already, the adaptive firing threshold in the neuron model 77 (integrated into equations 5 and 6) can be considered an intrinsic or neuronal 78 homeostatic plasticity mechanism. 79 The synaptic weights w ij , when between two excitatory neurons, can be modified by 80 two plasticity mechanisms. The first is spike timing-dependent plastcity 81 (STDP) [5, 6, 15] , a process which links weight changes to the temporal relationship 82 between pre-and postsynaptic spikes. We define our STDP model as follows [16] :
X(∆t) = A + exp (−∆t/τ + ), ∆t > 0,
X(∆t) = 0, ∆t = 0.
Here, i and j remain the pre-and postsynaptic indices, n and f are temporal indices 84 of (temporally) nearby spikes, A +/− is learning amplitude, τ +/− is decay time constant, 85 and + and − signify potentiation and depression, respectively. Despite the arbitrarily large sums, the time constants and average firing rates involved in our typical operating 87 regime allow us to take a nearest-neighbor approximation in software implementation, 88 speeding up simulation time [13] . 89 At the same time, we implement a synaptic normalization mechanism, executed 90 upon each STDP-induced weight change, a mechanism inspired by biological 91 observations of [11, 17, 18] . This is a form of homeostatic synaptic plasticity.
92
Mathematically, it is modeled as follows:
Here, W i is the vector of incoming weights to neuron i, N i is the length of that 94 vector, and W total is the target value for the total incoming weight (which is the same 95 for all neurons of a given type).
96
Connectivity, setup, and shared model parameters 97 We initialize our model network with a population of n E = 200 excitatory neurons with 98 absolute refractory periods of τ refrac E = 10 ms and n I = 40 inhibitory neurons with 99 absolute refractory periods of τ refrac I = 2 ms. We recurrently connect the excitatory pool 100 (without self-connections) and interconnect the inhibitory and excitatory pool (in both 101 directions) with random sparse connections with probability p connect = 0.2. Recurrent 102 inhibitory connections are neglected. Recurrent excitatory connections are given an 103 initial strength of w = 0.5 nS, and all other connections are given an initial strength of 104 w = 1.0 nS. Again, parameter estimates are derived from various surveys of local 105 cortical circuitry [14] . The rest of the shared simulation parameters are given in Table 1 . 106 Simulation parameter values which are not listed in the text and which are shared across all trials.
Learning and input protocol 107
The experimental protocol consists of of several steps, as follows, and is illustrated in This full process is repeated a total of 80 times, consisting 5 trials for each of the 16 163 distractor conditions (4 possible locations and 4 possible times).
164

Evaluation measures 165
In order to analyze the effects of the distractors, we first need to understand our control 166 conditions and develop measures of effect. Firstly, we approach the control condition. 167 We concern ourselves primarily with the temporal accuracy and binary presence of the 168 sequence elements during replay. In order to do this, we first, for each trial, pool the 169 spike traces for the neurons in each of the 5 trained neuron groups. We then convolve 170 this with a 2 ms Gaussian kernel, producing a population rate trace for each group. For 171 each cue, we take a -10 to +25 ms window around the cue, threshold above 10 Hz, and 172 run a peak detector (using the PeakUtils Python module) to obtain the position of the 173 maximum rate for each neuron group. We then histogram the times across all cues and 174 trials in which all elements had a peak above the threshold (96% passing rate for the 175 control condition), producing a mean time (relative to the cue) and timing variance for 176 each sequence element in the undistracted recall condition.
177
Similar pooling (and thresholding) of peak timing into histograms is done for each of 178 the 16 trial conditions, with all conditions having readout success rates of 0.95 or higher. 179 We can qualitatively compare the peak time histograms from this with the one for the 180 control condition (which will be discussed in the results section). We wish as well to 181 develop quantitative distraction measures. For this, we propose two novel measures: the 182 "disruption index" and the "deviance index."
183
The deviance index I i deviance is based on the simple difference between mean peak 184 times for the control condition, and peak times for the experimental condition. As such, 185 it is designed to emphasize the bulk deviation from the control condition, and is defined 186 as follows for a single trial i:
Here, N elements = 5 is the number of sequence elements, t i n is the peak time of 188 element n for trial i, µ control n is the mean peak time of element n for the control 189 September 24, 2019 6/16 condition, and σ control µn is the variance of the distribution of peak times for element n in 190 the control condition.
191
The disruption index I i disruption is based on the differences in times between 192 subsequent sequence elements, comparing this set of differences for each experimental 193 trial i and for the control condition. As such, is it designed to emphasize relative rather 194 than absolute disruption of sequence recall. The variable definitions are the same as for 195 I i deviance , and it is defined as follows:
Using these two measures, as well as the previously mentioned qualitative analysis, 197 we evaluate the effects of the distractors on rapid sequence replay.
198
Results
199
We ask three primary questions here regarding distracted recall. Firstly, we ask what 200 are the effects of the distractor, i.e. what happens to the recall process in the presence 201 of such a signal. The second question we ask is, can we categorize or classify these 202 effects in a meaningful way? The third question is, assuming we have successfully 203 categorized distractor effects, can we predict which effect category a particular 204 distractor will tend to fall into, and if so, how? 205 We find that we can broadly classify distractors into two different classes, which we 206 refer to "irrelevant" and "relevant" distractors. What we mean by irrelevant is, 207 distractors that tend to have the effect of adding noise to the replay timing or 208 amplitude but do not tend to disrupt the ordering of the replay. Relevant distractors, 209 on the other hand, actively disrupt the replay, disordering it or leading to a high 210 number of failed recalls. We find that the relevant distractors tend to be trained stimuli 211 that are presented prior to their "natural" recall time in the replay process, and 212 irrelevant distractors may be untrained stimuli, or trained stimuli presented at or after 213 their "natural" recall time in the replay process.
214
Connections and representations 215
Before examining distractor behavior, we wish to examine how the sequences are stored 216 in the network after the learning process ( Fig 5) . In order to do this, we look closely at 217 the recurrent excitatory connection matrix. We histogram all the connection weights, 218 the trained recurrent weights, and six categories of connection (all thresholded for 219 above-zero values) (Figs 6, 7, 8) from five pooled contro-only runs. The categories are 220 "one forward" (i.e. the next trained sequence element), "n forward" (i.e. to any trained 221 sequence element subsequent to the next one), "to external" (i.e. outgoing from a 222 trained sequence element to the untrained portion of the network), "one backward" (i.e. 223 to the last trained sequence element), "n backward" (i.e. to any trained sequence 224 element previous to the last one), and "from external" (i.e. incoming from the untrained 225 portion of the network to a trained sequence element). Weight categories. Demonstrative llustration of different weight categories for a simple 3-element sequence. "Recurrent" refers to the recurrent weights within each input cluster. "One forward (backward)" refers to feedforward (feedbackward) weights from one input cluster to the next (to the previous). "N forward (backward)" refers to feedforward (feedbackward) weights between not-immediately-sequential input clusters. "From external" refers to weights going from the background portion of the network to the input clusters, and "To external" refers to weights going from the input clusters to the background portion of the network. been observed in biology [19] . We note as well the properties of the "trained recurrent" 229 weights (i.e. in-group or in-cluster, or connections between all the neurons in a single 230 input group). They appear to take on a bimodal distribution, with the medians of each 231 peak being just above zero, and around 1.75 nS. This is not very surprising, as classical 232 STDP weakens connections in one direction while strengthening them in the other 233 (when connections in both directions exist) under most spiking conditions [20] , and the 234 entire cluster being stimulated at once will clearly lead to a high level of internal 235 STDP-induced synaptic changes. Strong recurrency also suggests a high capacity for 236 pattern completion [21] or, under the proper inhibitory and refractory conditions (which 237 do not exist in this model), sustained self-activation of an individual sequence element. 238 Looking at the overall weight distribution in Fig 7, we note that it appears unimodal 239 and heavy-tailed, as has been noted in numerous experimental and theoretical studies 240 examining the distribution of synaptic weights in cortical slices, suggesting the capacity 241 for storage of complex representations [12, 19] .
242
The "one-forward" category, which appears to be unimodal and to possess a median 243 similar to that of the higher component of the "trained recurrent" category, is by far the 244 strongest connection category (meaning it has an exceptionally high peak value, like the 245 "trained recurrent" category, and minimal excusrion into lower values, unlike the 246 "trained recurrent" category). This is to be expected, as the population spiking order 247 between one cluster and the next is always the same during training, leading to 248 extremely strong potentiation in the sequential direction. Similarly, the "one-backward" 249 category is exceedingly weak (with many connection matrix entries even being driven to 250 zero, hence the low count in this category -an artifact of sparse matrix storage), as it 251 is subject to the same effect in the opposite direction. This indicates that the network 252 rather strongly stores the direction of the sequence, an indication vindicated by the 253 observed strong rapid replay. It also predicts that the strongest effect of any trained 254 distractor will be on itself and the subsequenct sequence element, as these two categories 255 are the strongest. This begins to suggest that the sequence is stored in the form of a cell 256 assembly for each element, which is in turn connected in a vaguely synfire chain-like 257 fashion to the subsequent element. We can call this structure an assembly sequence.
258
The "n-forward," "n-backward," and "from external" categories show relatively 259 average connections strengths, indicating little in the way of second-order links and 260 external influence on the sequence, allowing us to predict that the external distractor 261 class will not have a strongly disruptive effect. The "to external" connection category of 262 weights, on the other hand, is strongly bimodal, with medians slightly above zero and 263 around 2 nS, which indicates that while each trained cluster does not project outward 264 (aside from to the next cluster) very often, when it does, it does so rather strongly, 265 suggesting the possibility to form directional associations with untrained elements in a 266 patchy fashion. While this possible expansion of the representation into the background 267 portion of the network is a potentially an intriguing future line of inquiry, it falls outside 268 the scope of this paper.
269
The control condition 270 Recall that following initialization, training (after which synaptic plasticity is frozen), 271 and relaxation, we present the network with a series of recall cues both with and 272 without distractor signals, in order to obtain both experimental and control trials. In 273 order to qualitatively understand distraction effects, we must first understand the 274 undistracted (i.e. control) condition. The distribution of peak times is shown below (Fig 275  9) , and the fraction of trials passing the threshold veto is 96% (as described in the 276 "Evaluation measures" subsection). We can see immediately that replay is fairly reliable, 277 with timing variance increasing slightly with each subsequent sequence element. The 278 slight offset, which is present in all similar figures, is the result of neuronal conductance 279 integration times. 
External distractors 281
We define external distractors as those that are not spatially correspondent with any 282 trained stimuli. We investigate how recall changes in the presence of these external 283 distractors. We present the same sort of peak time distributions for the external 284 experimental conditions (1 position and 4 delays), including the percentages of each 285 condition passing the threshold veto (Figs 10,11) . Also included is an example raster of 286 distracted replay for each of the 4 timing conditions (which we have selected to examine 287 how otherwise identical distractors at different temporal points in the recall process 288 affect it).
289
The external distractor does not have a highly disruptive effect on the replay timing, 290 as predicted. Examining the desnity violins, it adds some additional variance to the 291 timing of the recall process, but does not fundamentally alter it. This suggests that 292 input outside of or not directly linked to the trained sequence elements have only a mild 293 noising effect, and that the internal representation of the trained sequence is kept, for (Figs 12,13,14,15,16,17) , is presented. Also 302 included is an example raster of distracted replay for each condition. For clarity of 303 viewing, these are separated into temporally early and temporally late distractors.
304
Temporally early is used to mean at the same time as or immediately following the 305 recall cue, and temporally late means later in the recall process. Several important things in these plots can be quickly noted. First of all, it must be 307 stated that a "good" replay is considered to consist of local maxima in the Fig 14. Experimental peak densities for early distractors at position C. Violin plots (densities estimated with a 50 point Gaussian kernel) of the peak times for the first two temporal variants of distraction at position C, with listed percentages of trials passing veto. A raster plot of an example distracted recall is also included. The spiral indicates the location of the distractor. (A) Violin plot for distractor C with 0 ms delay. (B) Example replay for distractor C with 0 ms delay. (C) Violin plot for distractor C with 1 ms delay. (D) Example replay for distractor C with 1 ms delay. subpopulation spike rate for the stimulus groups occurring in their trained order. Such 309 good (i.e. complete and correctly ordered) replays only occur in cases where the 310 spatio-temporal position of the distractor is at or subsequent to the spatio-temporal 311 position of the corresponding trained stimulus during undistracted replay. This suggests, 312 at least in the rapid replay regime, that once a stimulus has been activated in replay, 313 distractions at its spatial location act like external distractors. 314 Furthermore, as predicted in the representation analysis, the strongest effects appear 315 to apply to the group at the position of the distractor, and the subsequent one (in the 316 form of activation and subsequent refractory / inhibitory shutdown, and premature 317 replay, respectively). We refer to these strong, disruptive effects as arising from 318 "relevant" distractors. 319 Additionally, as predicted, there is no significant "backward" effect from any internal 320 distractor. This lines up with the same sort of "irrelevant" distraction seen with 321 external distractors. We can summarize the properties of "relevant" and "irrelevant" 322 distractors as follows. Trained distractors presented early tend to disrupt replay (i.e.
323
"relevant"), and untrained distractors and trained distractors presented late tend to only 324 add noise to it (i.e. "irrelevant"). We will continue to discuss in detail the reasons we 325 believe this occurs (beyond the representation / storage analysis presented earlier) in 326 the discussion section, but, though it was not subsequently given much thought or studied systematically, certain elements of the suspected causes were observed as early 328 as 1993 [10] . Examining this leads to the observation that the external distractor leads to a 338 minimal disruption and deviance compared to the other distractors. We note as well 339 that any distractor (with the exception of the distractor at position A, i.e. the starting 340 distractor) presented near the end of the replay also has a relatively low disruption and 341 deviance. Conversely, we see that the strongest effects come from the distractors at the 342 middle (C) or end (E) positions, and that said effects are strongest when the distractors 343 are presented at the same time as the recall cue. This further confirms our initial 
353
An important property to note here is that the system (i.e. the recall of the learned 354 representation) is, for a lrge class of distractors, extremely stable and robust against 355 distractions, even in the absence of any top-down attention or feedback mechanism.
356
This stability is intrinsic to the learned connectivity and the neuronal dynamics.
357
Discussion
358
While certain preliminary analyses in the context of synfire chains (the most extreme of 359 the "rapid replay" spectrum) were made quite early on [10] , on the whole, interference 360 with the recall process in trained recurrent network has not been well studied. We 361 attempted, with this paper, to provide a beginning basis and a set of simple measures 362 and terms for studying these things, as they will become more and more important as 363 self-training recurrent neural networks are deployed into various real-world and 364 real-time applications, many of which will likely be in noisy environments where 365 distracting input is a real possibility. 366 We first will discuss the case of the so-called irrelevant distractor, as it is relatively 367 straightforward to consider its phenomenology -simply put, by introducing additional 368 activity into the network that is not correlated in a meaningful way with the recall 369 process, the distractor and its reverberations add noise to the network activity, which 370 can affect timing and readout precision. This is nearly trivial to understand. replay faster than an five element sequence trained over a half-second activation. The 424 fact that not only is timescale not captured during training, but is also rapid and 425 invariant during recall means that this regime cannot directly drive, for example, motor 426 activation, but exists most likely as a one in a hierarchy of components of memory and 427 planning. Various mechanisms of slow replay have been proposed (e.g. [8, [25] [26] [27] ), but 428 they rely on modulatory signals or differing neural architecture or dynamics. It is as 429 such a much more difficult question to ask how distraction affects slow replay, as there 430 are numerous ways, both hierarchical and non-hierarchical, in which it may be 431 implemented, and not an exceedingly obvious way as in the case of rapid replay. We 432 can, however, recognize certain strong effects that are a part of distracted rapid replay 433 that would, in all likelihood, not be a factor in slow distracted replay. First of all, the 434 refractory effect mentioned would not be a concern. The inhibitory aftereffect 435 mentioned might also be lessened, depending on the timescales and architectures 436 involved. This suggests that the primary point of distraction would be the premature 437 activation of a sequence element linked to the distractor. Overall, in the slower regime, 438 a more robust and less disruptive response would be expected in most cases. Day-to-day 439 observation of human and animal behavior confirms this suspicion; if recall across all 440 timescales were as sensitive to distraction as it is in the rapid replay regime, living in a 441 busy, noisy world would be much more difficult indeed.
442
Conclusion
443
We have studied the effects of distraction on cued recall in trained recurrent neural 444 networks. Specifically, we have first presented a recurrent neural network that learns 445 simple sequences in an unsupervised fashion, and, once trained, is capable of rapidly 446 recalling them upon the receipt of a recall cue. We have then examined this rapid recall 447 process under both distracted and undistracted conditions. We note two general 448 families of effects from distractors -either the addition of noise to the recall process, or 449 the disruption or disordering of said process. We refer to these two categories as 450 irrelevant and relevant distractors, respectively. By examining the conditions in which 451 each type of distraction occurs, we arrive at the conclusion that in the rapid recall 452 regime, relevant, or highly disruptive distractors, tend to be those which correspond to 453 trained stimuli, and are presented early relative to the "natural" replay time in the 454 recall process of the stimulus to which they correspond. Similarly, irrelevant (or 455 minimally disruptive) distractors, tend to be those which correspond to either untrained 456 stimuli, or trained stimuli presented later than their "natural" replay time. Due to the 457 dynamics of recurrent neural networks in the cortex and hippocampus, we believe the 458 principles of interference or distraction outline here should apply, in general, to any 459 neural phenomena which exist primarily in a non-hierarchical rapid replay regime. 
